Summary
• The LG 18650 li-ion cells have a tolerance to off-nominal conditions at the single cell level.
• The LG polymer/pouch li-ion cells do not have the same tolerance to off-nominal conditions at the single cell level. The cells go into thermal runaway at 1C and 0.5 C rates of overcharge current.
• Neither cell designs show a tolerance to overcharge at the bank level.
• The LG pouch cells do not show tolerance to an external short at the cell or string and bank level at various SOC. They swell and exhibit venting but do not go into thermal runaway.
• The LG 18650 li-ion cells in strings display venting or thermal runaway when subjected to external short tests at different SOC except the 50% SOC where very low temperatures were observed.
• The LG 18650 cells in a 8P bank configuration when subjected to an external short displayed no venting at full SOC with temperatures below 100 °C through the entire test.
• The LG pouch cells under the heat to vent tests at different SOC, did not exhibit any thermal runaway but showed cell swelling under all SOC with venting occurring at almost the same temperatures irrespective of SOC.
• The LG 18650 cells, under the heat to vent tests at different SOC, displayed venting at higher temperatures when the SOC was decreased. No thermal runaway was observed at any SOC although cell damage was observed at 100% SOC, cell swelling was observed at 70% SOC and no apparent damage was observed at 50% SOC.
